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John Landy AC, Patron of the GDTA,
th
celebrated his 90 birthday in April. I had a
telephone call from him to thank me for a note
I had sent with recent issues of the GDTA
POST. John sends his best wishes to all
members of the GDTA.
When COVID-19 restrictions started, the
GDTA Committee made a decision to continue
our walk and ride program by describing and
mapping self-guided walks which members
could undertake by themselves. Restrictions
have now eased and we were able to hold the
scheduled May walk around the Leanganook
Peaks as planned. Bill Casey had already
prepared detailed maps of the Woowookarung
and Leanganook walks and Bill and Sue
Baxter and Mike Gustus had done some
careful reconnoitring for the Woowookarung
walk. We are including Bill’s maps in this issue
of the GDTA POST. Thanks to Mike, Sue and
the two Bills for their careful documentation of
these walks.
This issue includes greetings from Steve
Moneghetti, our GDTA Track Ambassador.
Steve has been walking, running and riding
bush trails including the Eureka and Wallaby
Tracks near Ballarat to maintain his fitness
during the current restrictions. We hope that all
our readers, like Steve, are finding time to
enjoy the many bushland trails in the Central
Highlands.
Barry Golding and Gib Wettenhall have
contributed stories for this issue about
Indigenous history in the Mount Franklin and
Franklinford areas. During the current National
Reconciliation Week, it is important to
remember and acknowledge the destruction
and dispossession of Indigenous people which
resulted after contact. Thanks to Barry and
Gib for contributing these pieces.
Once again, the GDTA POST consists almost
entirely of contributions from Committee
members. We have a wealth of knowledge and
experience within our membership. We would
welcome your contributions to our publication.
Do you have a story to tell? Let’s hear it!
Stay safe. Happy trails!

With the COVID-19 pandemic on the wane,
the GDTA has recommenced its Walks &
Rides program for the year. Land managers
are also allowing us to begin maintenance
activities once more. Not back to normal, but
at least getting out and about is being
encouraged.
You’ll find an illustrated report in this edition of
our May Walk around the summit of Mt
Alexander. We split into two groups of ten
each to comply with social distancing
requirements. Only one group got lost. (Read
all about it!) All I can say in defence of the
embattled leader is that some track clearing
and reposting definitely needs addressing
among the giant tors and fallen tree limbs on
the Mount’s western flank. Next up, in late
June, we have a GDTA Ride as well as a Walk
at the sunny end of the GDT Network, up north
around Bendigo.

Lake. The Lerderderg Track is finally well and
truly visible within Hepburn Shire!
The GDTA Committee has approved
completion of the final leg of the Lerderderg
Track from Mt Blackwood into the suburbs of
Bacchus Marsh. Parks Victoria is paying for
the posts. Moorabool Shire is providing
signage along the Werribee River and has
funded street blades and the trailhead display
sign at the Pepper Tree Reserve.
We will look to launching the refreshed
Lerderderg Track with our partners in late
spring. Our track ambassadors, Australian
Cyclocross Champion, Lisa Jacobs, and
marathon runner and former Olympian, Steve
Moneghetti, are on high alert to play a pivotal
role in the relaunch.
Memberships are due in the new financial
year. While we have decided, as a result of the
pandemic, not to raise membership fees, I’d
like to highlight that over the past year we
have drawn down our capital reserves by over
$30,000, largely to fund the upgrade of the
Lerderderg Track and a total revamp of our
website. Our membership rate remains low
and I hope you agree we deliver good value.
Also, on the membership front, long-standing
executive member and former GDTA
President, Ali Lanigan, is stepping back and
Secretary, Mike Gustus, will add the position of
Membership Officer to his duties. Ali will
remain as manager of our online product
sales. So, thankfully, not yet time to wish her
farewell.

GDTA President, Gib Wettenhall

Stage 2A of the reposting of the Lerderderg
Track between Blackwood and Mt Blackwood
is almost complete. Acting as a lone Bandit,
Ed Butler has undertaken this largely in
splendid isolation. He has also erected the
trailhead display signs at the northern
trailheads of Lake Daylesford and Jubilee

Our latest product, the 2nd edition of our
handy A3-size Lerderderg Track map on
waterproof paper, is selling at a brisk pace.
Sales of the Goldfields Track guidebook
reached record numbers over the past two
months. Our publications act as a welcome
boost to our finances, as well ensuring the
GDTN reaches a wider audience. We have
plans for a new long-sought-after publication
and are seeking a grant to make it possible.
More about this potentially pleasing prospect
in the next issue of POST!

Hi everyone!
I hope you are all adjusting to the new normal
as we progress through these uncertain times.
It certainly looks like being a marathon, not a
sprint!
I am enjoying a much simpler life with far less
time spent travelling to Melbourne or interstate
for meetings and events. It has made me reevaluate time spent getting to places for a
meeting where I am there for a shorter time
than the travel it took. But conversely, I miss
the social side of life especially time spent
running or riding with my friends. There is a lot
to be said for that group effect.

I cannot say enough about the importance of
our Great Dividing Trail Network and the
relevant government agencies especially
Parks Victoria for allowing us to indulge our
passion for exercise and the outdoors with all
the work they do in developing and
maintaining the trails. Thanks team. We
couldn’t do it without you.
I look forward to seeing you out in one of the
beautiful areas soon. Make sure you say
“G’day!” even if it is from a safe distance!
Cheers.
Steve Moneghetti
GDTA Ambassador

I have a dodgy calf, so I am on the mountain
bike as much as my legs at present, but I am
so grateful that we have been allowed to
exercise during isolation even if it is just solo
or with one other person until recently. My
ideal run is just me out in the Creswick State
Forest to the north of Ballarat enjoying the
environment and the peaceful sounds of the
forest as well as the wellbeing benefits I get
from it.
With Lake Wendouree being so well utilised at
the moment it makes running out on the trails
even more special and I am on the Yarrowee
Trail regularly but as you all know I am on
different parts of our Great Dividing Trail most
of my running & riding days.
A few years ago, four of us completed 180km
on the trails starting in Bendigo and finishing in
Ballarat over three days and it was one of the
best runs I have ever done. We didn’t see a lot
of people back then, so it is terrific to see the
trails used by so many people now either
riding, running or walking different parts of it
across the district.
I feel a personal attachment to our Network
and am delighted to see it extended and
refurbished over recent years. With city or
regional life becoming so urbanised it is even
more important to have trails to keep us
exercising and looking after our health and
wellbeing, both physical and mental.

GDTA Track Ambassador, Steve
Moneghetti, on the Lake Wendouree circuit.
(Photo supplied)

Nine Goldfields Track (GT) guide posts have
been destroyed on the Wallaby Track section
of the Goldfields Track south of Wombat
Station. Eight of the posts are in the section
between Mullens Dam and Wombat Station.

these valuable community assets,” Mr Casey
said, “particularly at a time when opportunities
for exercise are limited and more people are
turning to our bushland trails for physical
exercise and mental health rejuvenation.”

An inspection by GDTA members, Bill Casey
and Mike Gustus, found that most of the posts
were broken off at ground level, while others
were pushed over without actually breaking.
Because of the standard of the track along
which this vandalism was done, it is suspected
that a 4WD vehicle accessing Mullens Dam
was involved.
Repair work will take many hours of volunteer
labour. The cost of post replacement will be
borne by the GDTA and Goldfields Tourism,
both non-profit organisations responsible for
maintenance and development of the Track.
“It is distressing to think that someone has
such lack of concern for others as to destroy

Since last year the GDTA has been upgrading
the Lerderderg Track and, using funds from
DELWP, the walking track has been improved
between Daylesford and Blackwood and the
Mountain Bike alternatives as far as Mt
Blackwood.

Bill Casey inspects a damaged marker
post. (Photo: Gib Wettenhall)

Earlier this year the GDTA Committee decided
to pursue funding for further upgrades towards
Bacchus Marsh. With funding stymied by
bushfires & the pandemic it was decided to
use our own funds to upgrade the walking
track as far as Mt Blackwood.
This task is now near complete and less than a
handful of posts are yet to be upgraded. If you
are a member of the GDTA Facebook group
you may have seen the progress images as
the work has proceeded.

Trailhead signs at Bridport Street Lookout.
(Photo: Ed Butler)

On a similar theme, the shires of Hepburn and
Moorabool have jointly funded display signs
that have been placed at Daylesford (the
Bridport St Lookout) Lake Jubilee (at the BBQ
shelter) and at Blackwood (in the park
opposite the Blackwood Hotel). Another sign is
to be placed in Bacchus Marsh, later in the
year or as the work proceeds.

Entrance to Woowookarung Regional Park off Katy Ryan Road. (Photo: Mike Gustus)
Woowookarung means ‘place of plenty’ in the
language of the Wadawurrung Aboriginal
people, the traditional owners of what is now
Woowookarung Regional Park. The Park is a
brand new 641-hectare park in Ballarat
created from former state forest and pine
plantations in the locality known as Canadian.
Perfect for bushwalking, trail running and
cycling, the informal network of tracks is
surrounded by Messmate Stringybark, Grass
Trees, and native heath. There are even Tree
Ferns in the Fern Gully. The park has
abundant
wildlife
including
kangaroos,
echidnas, many bird species, and abundant
colourful wildflowers. The heath is in full flower
at the moment.
There are currently no toilets, car park or
picnic areas in the park. However, the
Woowookarung Regional Park Strategic
Directions Plan indicates visitor facilities are
planned for the future.
The development of the Park and the
spectacular view of Ballarat from the Lookout
have resulted in a proposal to re-route the
Eureka Track section of the GDTN through
Woowookarung.
Unfortunately, the April 2020 GDTA walk
through Woowookarung was cancelled due to
COVID-19 restrictions. The main purpose of

the walk was to allow members and friends to
have a look at the recently declared Regional
Park and part of the proposed future route of
the Goldfields Track (GT).
GDTA members, Bill and Sue Baxter, planned
the route. GDTA surveyor, Bill Casey,
produced the map (reproduced on page 15)
and the notes that follow. Mike Gustus, who
was scheduled to lead the walk, did the proofof-concept by using the map and notes to do a
solo walk around the circuit.
For ease of navigation without requiring the
use of a GPS, the walk is largely on major
roads within the Park. Where it leaves the
roads, some navigation skill is required, so you
should read these notes carefully while
following the map.
The starting and finishing point of the walk is in
Katy Ryan Road, Canadian, about 250 metres
past the end of Elsworth Street East. Two
Parks Victoria display panels can be seen here
just east of the road. There is ample space to
park beside the road.
Walk south along Katy Ryan Road for about
90 metres and turn left into Bakers Road.
Follow this road south-easterly for 1.2 km to a
junction of five roads and tracks. There is a
locked gate a few metres to the north (Point A
on map).

Turn left to pass around the gate, and continue
northwards on an eroded former plantation
track, firstly downhill to a gully and then on a
gradual rising grade. On your left is a mature
forest and on your right is a regenerating
former eucalypt plantation. Follow this track
for 800 metres until you pass another locked
gate. Just beyond the gate you arrive at
Clayton Street (Point B on map).

This track goes east, then north-east, then
north, for a total of 550 metres. Continue
straight on past several intersections until you
reach Wilson St.
Turn right along Wilson St for 200 metres to
Boundary Road. Turn left (north) along
Boundary Road for 60 metres where a steep
track descends to the right into a tree-fern
gully. (See photo below.)
This is 4.5km from the start and the ideal place
for a rest-stop.

A bush track leaves Clayton St on the
right. (Photo: Bill Casey)

Two hundred metres past the gate, a track
leaves Clayton Street to the right. Turn right
onto the track and proceed in a more-or-less
northerly direction for the next 900 metres to
the junction of Spencer and Long Streets
which is marked by a metal street sign. Along
the 900 metre stretch walk straight ahead past
many intersecting tracks.
Turn right (easterly) at Spencer/Long
intersection to follow a narrow foot track
passing several old mine shafts on your left.
After 250 m you arrive at the junction of
several tracks. Take the track which follows
the left side of a gully on a gentle grade. See
photo below (Point C on map).

Turn right off Boundary Road and descend to
Fern Gully. (Photo: Bill Casey)

After your rest return to Boundary Road and
proceed south back to the Wilson Street
intersection. Then continue south along
Boundary Road for 1.6km where Clayton
Street joins from the right. (Point D on map).
Look for a 4WD track close to the fence-line on
your left, and follow it southwards more-or-less
parallel to the fence for 650 metres. Turn right
(point E on map) onto the nearby Boundary
Road which is followed for 350 metres
westerly to The Lookout.
Rest at a picnic table at the Lookout and enjoy
the view across Ballarat to the Great Dividing
Range. Return the short distance to Boundary
Road, turn right to follow it southwards for
1.2km to the junction with Katy Ryan Road.
(Point F on map). Turn hard right and follow
Katy Ryan Road for 2.5km back to the start.
The walk is an easy-medium 12 km walk which
will take 4 to 5 hours including breaks. Views
from The Lookout are excellent.

Turn right to follow a track on the left side of a
gully. (Photo: Bill Casey)

With easing of pandemic restrictions, we were
able to re-start the 2020 walks program with
the planned tour of Leanganook Peaks led by
Ed Butler and Gib Wettenhall.
Seventeen desperate isolates turned up for the
two separate, socially distanced walks. The
planned route (reproduced on the back cover
of this issue) started from the Leanganook
camp ground and passed Dogs, Scorpions
and Cockatoos (Rocks that is), as well as
numerous lookouts and a couple of ruins (an
ancient quarry and a 19th century cottage
ruin).
The circuit track is very up and down on the
west flank and disappears among fallen trees
and huge tors strewn in all directions. Some
track maintenance is urgently required.
Although it’s easy to lose the track (as one of
the groups demonstrated on multiple
occasions), it’s difficult to get lost altogether.
The mountain was once the site of a koala
sanctuary. The remnants of the enclosure are
still standing and provided a guide back to the
designated track for one group of walkers who
were able, inadvertently, to examine the ruins

first hand. The fence apparently was very good
at keeping predators out but not particularly
helpful at keeping the koalas in and the
sanctuary was soon abandoned. Ed Butler
famously made good use of parts of the
remnant enclosure to construct “Ed’s Seat”
with commanding views to the west of the
mount. According to walkers, there’s still
enough material remaining for Ed to construct
a stadium of his seats.
The mountain was busy with walkers, joggers,
cyclists and climbers taking full advantage of
easing restrictions. Unfortunately, there were
also a number of unlicensed motor bikes
upsetting the serenity.
The terrain and the results of isolation with
insufficient exercise made the 14 k walk tiring
but walkers returned without injuries. Ed had
classified it as Easy-Medium but at the end,
Gib wondered if Medium-Hard would have
been more appropriate. Still walkers didn’t
complain. How could you with a view like
Lang’s Lookout for lunch? And it was
exhilarating to be out and about in such
magnificent landscape, safe under the canopy
of the wide blue sky.

Blue skies and spectacular views to the east make Lang’s Lookout an excellent place to stop for Lunch.
(Photo: Helga Hart)

Leanganook Peaks walk. Clockwise from top left: Showy Isotome (Isotoma axillaris) (Photo: Margaret
Hodge); Red-headed mouse spider (Missulena occatoria) (Photo: Jane Osborn); Native Fireweed Groundsel
(Senecio linearfolius) (Photo: Margaret Hodge); Gib leads a steep ascent along a faint track (Photo: Margaret
Hodge); Admiring the view from Ed’s Seat (Photo: Margaret Hodge);An unplanned detour along the remnant
koala sanctuary fence (Photo: Gib Wettenhall)
(Photo: Gib Wettenhall)

It comes as some surprise to most tourists, as
well as to some Daylesford locals, that an
historic early ‘Aboriginal Protectorate’ operated
for a decade before gold was discovered just a
few kilometres north of Hepburn Springs
around present-day Franklinford.
With the establishment of the Port Phillip
colony in the late 1830s, the British colonial
government sought to avoid the prolonged
bloodshed that had already occurred in Van
Diemen’s Land (Tasmania) between the
Palawa people and the colonists.
The idea was to divide the Colony of Victoria
into four, appointing ‘Aboriginal Protectors’ in
each division, who would make contact with
Aboriginal people and encourage them to
leave their land and seek refuge for their own
safety. They were to be coerced and
concentrated to live in four small areas (near
present day Mount Rouse, Narre Warren,
Murchison and Franklinford) where they could
be managed, civilised, settled, Christianised
and encouraged to work the land for
agriculture. Today we might call them refugee
or concentration camps.
Overseen by Assistant Protector Edward
Parker, the ‘civilising mission’ of the northwest
Loddon Aboriginal Protectorate was set up in
Franklinford to the west of Mt Franklin in 1841.
At its peak, the Protectorate had a population
of 300 Dja Dja Wurrung and Aboriginal people
from elsewhere. It consisted of a school,
church, administrative centre, workshops,
farm, medical outpost, flour mill and lime kiln.
By 1849 this first experiment in the taming of
other people who the settlers regarded as
‘heathens’ and ‘savages’ had failed and was
abandoned. Dja Dja Wurrung people from
diverse clans over a huge area from the
Loddon to Avoca rivers were brought together
in close proximity off Country. They were not
only broken and dispirited, but also prone to
disease, conflict and starvation.

Parker obelisk at the Franklinford cemetery. But
where are the Aboriginal graves?
(Photo: Gib Wettenhall)

Wrought Iron road sign marks the location of the Loddon Aboriginal Protectorate (Photo: Gib Wettenhall)

The Protectorate’s five mile radius was
minuscule in terms of the expectation that
hundreds of people could somehow eke
subsistence from farming, hunting and fishing.
Pressure to close down the Protectorate was
relentless from politicians and white squatters,
who owned the newspapers.
The only present-day memorials to the
Protectorate are to be found in rustic wrought
iron roadside signs and a symbolic stone cairn
erected by local historian Edgar Morrison in
the 1960s and 1970. While the current
Franklinford cemetery encloses the older
Protectorate era cemetery dating back to
1842, no-one knows where the Dja Dja
Wurrung bodies are buried. There is an
upstanding obelisk and fenced grave site for
the extended Parker family.

As a sobering postscript, after forced removal
to government reserves and missions
elsewhere, only 14 apical ancestors of the Dja
Dja Wurrung Nation could be traced by 1870.
In a token gesture of reparation in 2013, the
government handed back to traditional owners
just one hectare containing a few foundation
stones from the former Aboriginal School Site
at Franklinford.
Two Dja Dja Wurrung sites of significance
stand nearby, one a large swamp on private
land with huge remnant red gums, now
trampled by livestock; the other being Mt
Franklin, a Crown Reserve fully planted out
with exotic pine trees. While the cycle of
acknowledgement of past wrongs, renewed
respect
for
Indigenous
heritage
and
meaningful reconciliation with First Nation
descendants has begun, it is still a long way
from closing.

The pine forest covering Mt Franklin is an eyesore that is clearly out of place (Photo: Gib Wettenhall)

Distinctly defined, Mt Franklin’s crater was
aptly named by the Dja Dja Wurrung as
Larnebarramul, the nest of the emu. On early
maps, the summit was described as “Thickly
timbered with box and stringybark.” When
artist Eugene Von Guerard climbed to the
crater's rim in 1856, he faithfully depicted the
landscape looking southwest over unbroken
forest to the relatively bare-breasted mounts
of Kooroocheang and Moorookyle.
It was on Franklin’s flanks that the Dja Dja
Wurrung survivors made their last stand before
expulsion from their homeland to Melbourne’s
distant outskirts. With the closure of the
Aboriginal Protectorate at Franklinford in 1849,
Assistant Protector Edward Parker was
granted one square mile on Mt Franklin. Here,
he helped some remaining Indigenous
Protectorate members to farm within the safe
haven of his grant. In the 1860s, government
resolved to settle the Aboriginal question by
removing all of the state’s original inhabitants
for assimilation within state and Christiancontrolled reserves. Despite a petition of
protest to Parliament, in 1864 the Dja Dja
wurrung were forcibly removed from the
birthright of theirs and their ancestors’ to
Coranderrk Aboriginal Station at Healesville.
With the departure of Parker and the First
People, the natural forest clothing the crater
rim became a reserve. Locals regarded it as

Dja Dja Wurrung Elder, Uncle Ricky Nelson at a
‘Welcome to Country’ Smoking Ceremony in the
Larnebarramul (‘nest of the emu’) volcanic crater
within Mount Franklin. (Photo: Maria Abate,
Hepburn Shire Council)

so special that hundreds signed a petition in
1872 objecting to a plan to “mutilate” the
reserve by reducing its size, noting that “it is

one of the most picturesque and attractive
spots in the colony, constantly visited by
pleasure seekers.” This petition also fell on
deaf ears. Over the next 70 years, logging and
grazing, weeds and burning, whittled the forest
away, with the volcanic scoria slopes reduced
to suffering as “a very good harbour for
rabbits.”
In 1944 a catastrophic bushfire obliterated the
th
last vestiges of the 19 century “natural beauty
spot.” Local farmer Eric Sartori remembers, as
an eight year-old, watching the fire consume
Mt Franklin at night: “The burning timber
looked like a city of lit-up windows.” Denuded,
the crater’s steep slopes were threatened by
erosion. Presented with a blank canvas, the
local forester decided not to replant with
“native trees as I feel it may be more
interesting and in better character to keep the
plantation totally exotic.”
Once again, the locals took issue with the
authorities. They requested that the proposed

pine planting not obscure the panoramic view
by keeping the pines to 100 feet below the
crater rim. Once again, their pleas were
ignored. All but eight hectares of the 57ha
reserve went under radiata pines in 1949.
Indignities imposed on Larnebarramul and its
rich cultural heritage persisted. Another
bushfire took out half the pine plantation in
1968. They were replanted. A 2005 survey for
the Land Conservation Council Box Ironbark
study wrongly concluded that there was “no
obvious evidence that the land may be of
Aboriginal significance.”
Today, the reserve is managed by Parks
Victoria as part of the Hepburn Regional Park.
Within the crater’s nest, a steep walking track
leads underneath the pine trees to a fire tower.
On the bitumen road back through a breach in
the crater rim, you can still gain glimpses west
towards Kooroocheang from the few places
where no pines were planted; and meditate on
what might have been.

Few of the original eucalypts remain on Mt Franklin (Photo: Gib Wettenhall)

Date
Sun Feb 23
Sun Mar 22
Sun Apr 26
Sun May 24

Walk
St Georges Lake
Creswick Walk/Swim

Leader / Contact
Barry Golding

Gribble/Kangaroo
Circuit, Lerderderg

Gib Wettenhall &
Bill Casey

Woowookarung
Regional Park
Leanganook Peaks
Circuit

Mike Gustus

e: b.golding@federation.edu.au

e: gib@vic.chariot.net.au
e: mikegustus55@gmail.com

Ed Butler
e: edbutl@gmail.com

Difficulty
Easy
EasyMedium
EasyMedium
EasyMedium

Mick Evans (walk leader)
Sun Jun 28

Bendigo Bushland
Trail Walk & Ride

e: mcmt@tpg.com.au

Ken Dowling (ride leader)

Easy

e: ken@mapsport.com.au

Sun Jul 26

Merin Merin Swamp,
Clunes

Barry Golding

Sun Aug 23

Above Werribee Gorge

Gib Wettenhall

Sun Sep 27

Mt Buninyong Crater

Barry Golding &
Brian Lanigan

e: b.golding@federation.edu.au
e: gib@vic.chariot.net.au

e: b.golding@federation.edu.au

Sun Oct 25
Sun Nov 22

Beehive Gully &
Annual Lunch
Ararat by Train then
Walk

Tim Bach
e: timothy.m.bach@gmail.com

Bill Casey
e: wtcasey@wtcasey.net

Easy
EasyMedium
EasyMedium
Easy
Easy

With easing of COVID-19 restrictions, our
2020 Walks and Rides program has resumed.
Our theme, “Exploring the Edges” takes us to
some of the most distant regions of the GDTN.

Please contact the leaders in advance to
register for the walks. Non-members are
welcome but must pay a $5.00 fee to join the
excursion.

The next planned outing is our annual Walk
and Ride, this year near the northern limit of
the GDTN near Bendigo. Mick Evans has
agreed to lead the Walk and Ken Dowling will
lead the Ride. The Walk will follow the Bendigo
Circuit Walk and the Ride will follow the
Bendigo Off-Road Bike Circuit. Maps and
descriptions of both circuits are on the GDTA
website (www.gdt.org.au).

Walkers must follow the guidelines on the
GDTA website and must adhere to the GDTA
Code of Conduct.
Walks and rides for the remainder of the year
will be subject to COVID-19 restrictions in
place at the time. If you are ill and particularly
if you have symptoms of respiratory tract or flu
infections, you must not join the excursion.

